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There were 39 participants who answered the evaluation questionnaire that was 

applied online through Google forms on the last day of the meeting.  

1.What have you learnt during this meeting about all partner 

countries? 

During this meeting I learn how use Google Documents 

I learnt to work in a group 

we are all egual 

to compare differents ideas to create a big project 

to make one part of the viedeogame 

That it is as difficult to work from a distance as it is easy to work together when we are all in the same 

place 

Their culture and how is important the international friendship 

i learnt how to work in team with people that i don't know and speak in an other language 

I learned how to create sprites on Piskel. 

their behaviour 

to share ideas and how to work as a part of a team 

I learn a lot of stuff about development in Unity. 

That each partner school wants to improve their staff's and students' skills and competences and that all 

try to make a better future for all the people in Europe and the world. 

I^ve learnt how to cooperate better with other people 

That they are great people, with a nice variations on their personalities. 

how they usually leave 

I have learn a little of their culture 

I have learnt how to make sounds and how to speak with other people 
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I managed to deepen my knowledge of different software. so the different teams from different countries 

were very generous with me and I think they were like that with everyone else 

I learnt that every country is unique in its way 

I learnt about how they study in their countries and some word in different countries . 

That everybody is special on their own way, and that you can have friend all over the places. 

I've realized how the point of view on a subject can be different and also how you work on something 

according to your nationality and also 

I didn't learn about all partner countries 

Work ion group and speak every day in english 

everybody is unique and special. 

I ditn't learn anything during this meeting. 

I learnt how people outside of france work. 

everybody is willing to cooperate and share ideas, opinions..also they are extremely friendly and i hope to 

maintain a close relation with them 

I have learn the teamwork and many things 

I learnt to work with people from abroad, who use different methods of teaching and learning 

it was an experience in learning about Italian education and about how students and teachers from 

Europe work together 

I learned how others work 

nothing 

Nothing. 

I learnt the differences and the things that are alike about highschools in the different countries 

to communicate with people from foreign countries 

to work all together 

I tried my best to spend some time and talk to everyone but didn't succeed actually. The italians people 

welcome well everyone, organize free times for the others... That was very kind! And for the few I got to 

know they were friendly and curious! 
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3. What exactly did you personally learn from the activities that were 
unfolded during this meeting? 

 

communicate with people of other nationality 

I learnt to communicate with french and romanian people 

to draw and make animation on piskel 

I learn to use professional programs like piskel 

I exactly learnt how to create sprite and animations 

To produce official documents, to mediate, to manage the organization of the practical details 

How to use Piskel 

i learnt to do better graphism and improve my english 

I have to make a video game. 

new softwares 

how to create sprite and animations 

I learn to be the better at programing and also to work in a great team 

That there is hard work while implementing a project, and I have raised my cultural awareness, computer 

skills and general knowledge regarding environment 

I^ve learnt how to use unity better and how to use C# 

How to wark in Unity and how to comunicate better. 

how tp use unity 

I have learn all the process of making a game and the hard work it request 

I have learnt how to stay with other people and how to work well as a part of a team 

I learned new techniques in different software 

I learnt how to animate different objects and pictures 

Personally i learn about the application gimp and pixel . I also learn to work as a graphic designer in a 

game . 

How to work better in graphic design and how to speak better in English. 

I learnt how to develop a game with Unity 

I learn to do pixel art, management and graphism 

Use Piskel and how to make a videogame 

i learnt how to usedifferent programs 

During this trip I learned a lot about graphism and managment. 

I learnt how to use unity. 

a lot of interesting things 

I learned that teamwork is essential 

I learned to do graphics on my computer. 

I personally understood the steps to be taken in achieving a game level. we learned new things about 

climate change, about the environment. 

how to use piskel. 

I learned to use well piskel 

Nothing. 

Working with a a big team of people with different skills 

I was able to improve my English level, work as a team in an efficient and fast way and to better use 

piskel and other softwares 

to do the graphic design 
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I learned more about graphic design on Piskel and a bit of game development on Unity. I was also 

focused on recording voices for the game characters. 

 

 

  

5. How was the general working atmosphere during the meeting? 

friendly 

good 

Friendly 

really good 

very friendly and confortable 

it was good and fun 

Positive and cooperative 

It was nice and quite/relaxed 

Good but people didn't want to mix between the different nationalities 

Good atmosphere. 

it was relaxing and fun 

It was very cool, I liked it a lot. Amazing team!!! 

Everybody tried to do their best to achieve tha project's objectives 

nice 

Very calm and relaxing and you could work very efficient. 

It was really serious and hard-working 

It was funny and professional 

the atmosphere was very hardworking while being focused and what I appreciated was that everyone 

knew what they had to do and I didn't see anyone getting bored. 

The atmosphere while working was pleasant 

Sometines good but sometimes boring . 

It war really camd and cool. 

The atmosphere was good and friendly 
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In my group the atmosphere was good 

Very nice and helpful 

everybody was so energic and ready to help somene if it was necessry 

The atmosphere wasn't that great. 

The atmosphere was verry good and people were nice. 

Really funny but serious 

It was a relaxing atmosphere. 

It was an atmosphere of engagement full of team spirit. 

the ambiance was very good and funny but we work always and is so bad 

god  

Good. 

The atmosphere was good, people worked together without any problem 

pleasant 

I think the students were mainly focused on their work but also tired because there were a lot of tasks to 

achieve and not much time 
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8. What aspects from the meeting do you think that worked well? 

all 

Everything 

the organisation 

to work in pairs 

Working in international teams 

The organisation of the team was good 

Teamworking 

all the teams worked equally 

The graphists worked very well in Piskel! Good job guys! 

Human relationships and the way the tasks were allocated. Everybody knew what they had to do 

Creating the game in unity 

The work for the game. 

work time 

The different groups with each nationalities 

The organisation of the work and the cooperation between teachers and students 

la création de team 

I think every aspect worked well 

The international teams, the activities out and the free times . 

All the work for the game and the comunication. 

The aspect from the meeting that worked well was the cooperation with the 3 schools (because 

cooperation is key to success at work :)) 

We did what we need to do in time 

The organisation of the gropus and of the works 

working with people from different counties 

We did everything we had to do in time. 

every aspect of the meeting worked well 

I like thé communication and the mutual help 
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Teamwork has contributed to the success of the meeting. 

Accomplishment of tasks. 

i dont know 

i don't know 

I don't know. 

Splitting teams with each one having a particular role 

collective work and its quality 

the preaparation of the game 

When the students had to cooperate between all the specific working teams 

 

9. What aspects from the meeting could have been better? How? 

nothing 

Anything 

sometimes, we have not work to do 

It would have been easie rif everyone had had a clear idea of what was happening all the time 

We could do more trips 

The relation between french people and the italian and romanian 

Communication 

the interactions 

working in the group 

It was a lot to do so we didn.t have the best timing in order to check all the necesities. 

I do not know... 

Timing 

I don't know 

don't know 

Maybe the preparation for the work before 

I honestly thought this place was great, so I can't tell you. 

All of them worked well 

The activities . They could have been more varied 

Nothing. 

none 

The group could have been better because the italian and the roumain work only together and not with 

french people 

Maybe we could do another trip 

everything was fine 

If the student wasn't divised it would have been better. 

Everythings was good. 

everything was perfect 

Sleeping place 

For me, everything was ok 

- 

i dont know 

i don't know 

I don't know. 

Teams shouldn't have the same number of people, some teams needed a lot more people than others 

the rain, the gnocchis (with vegetables it's not good) and we walk a lot of times 
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the organisation 

The students maybe need more time to spend together after the working days 

 

10. Is there anything else you want to say regarding the meeting in 

Bra? 

no 

No. 

nothing 

no 

No 

No, anything 

no thanks 

/ 

Nothing 

I was great! I would like to come back with the same team in order to have a reunion in the near future! 

A great meeting with great results 

I think that it was really good and well organised 

I just thought it was a great experience. 

The meeting in Bra was interesting and full of unforgettable experiences 

The meeting in Bra was a great experience for me and I had to work with people that i didnt know which 

makes me more confident for work and the outside world 

// 

everything was fine 

we stayed too much at school 

Thats really cool and funny to be with Italian and roumanian Girl 

i liked everything I learned in Bra. 

It was an interesting experience. 

i like this city 

that the students from other countries invest more in the work 

Great meeting 

nothing special it's pretty good 

has been wonderful 

Nope 
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Yes 31 

No 0 

Maybe 6 

I do not know 2 
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Yes 26 

No 0 

Maybe 13 

I do not know 0 

 "This project has been funded with support from the European 

Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and 

the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be 

made of the information contained therein." 
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